


M a d r i g a l  is a sci-� satire about a stubborn IRS agent who
uncovers a conspiracy when he tries to collect taxes from a 
mutant in the post-apocalypse. It’s Terry Gilliam meets Mad Max.

CHARLES COMBS lives in a world where most of our govern-
ment has been wiped out by nuclear war. This has created a 
power vacuum where agencies like the Postal Service and the IRS 

vie for control over a dwindling population. Even 
worse, the Postmaster General and 

acting US President has gone 
missing.



Combs isn’t one to 
let a little thing like 
the apocalypse stand 
between him and his 
job. Especially since 
he’s sleeping with his 
boss, the Commissioner. 
He’s got an appointment 
to keep, and this leads him 
straight to his latest client, 
OSCAR MOONVES. Oscar 
lives alone in the house 
he shared with his wife. 
He also happens to be 
a mutant with the 
face of a draft mule. Combs discovers a trunk in 

Oscar’s basement that’s �lled 
with gold coins and artillery. But 

before he can �gure out what 
they’re for, the house is breached by 
a band of murderous scavengers. 
Combs and Oscar escape, and 
Combs forces Oscar to come back 

with him to IRS headquarters.



On the road, they meet an insane drifter and his 12 
year-old daughter, MADRIGAL. We later �nd out 
that this drifter is, in fact, the missing Postmaster 
General. When he gets blown up by a land mine, 
Combs decides to take Madrigal under his wing.



Sadly, Osc ar  dies before they make it to headquarters. But 
he reveals to Combs that he’s part of a rebel group that’s 
trying to expose a vile plot by the IRS -- a plot created by 

Combs’ boss-slash-lover.

Now Combs has to choose where his loyalties lie, which 
pushes him to give up everything he thought he knew.



Inspired by actual plans for  “Continuity of Government,” 
wherein our lawmakers thought it’d be smart if the IRS

continued to collect taxes from people after the
bombs dropped.




